Take flight this summer at Eagle Adventure Camp - the Theodore Naish Scout Reservation’s newest camp geared towards Star and Life Scouts working towards Eagle.

Camp curriculum includes a robust lineup of 17 Eagle required merit badges including information to assist them on the Eagle Scout process from start to finish.
EAGLE ADVENTURE CAMP
JULY 28 - AUGUST 3 | NAISH CENTRAL CAMP

This *Sunday Friendly* session is scheduled for July 28 – August 3, 2019 at Central Camp.

Cost is $250 per camper or $200 for those returning for a second summer session.

REGISTER AT HOAC-BSA.ORG/NAISH
SESSION AVAILABILITY LIMITED
SOAR TO NEW HEIGHTS

THE EAGLE ADVENTURE CAMP ADVANTAGE

• 17 Merit Badge Opportunities
• Sunday-Friendly Session
• The Eagle Education Experience
EAGLE ADVENTURE CAMP
JULY 28 - AUGUST 3 | NAISH CENTRAL CAMP

Eagle Scouts in the Heart of America Council represent our community and nation as skilled leaders who benefit worthwhile causes through their project management expertise.

To empower Eagle Scout candidates in the Heart of America Council, Eagle Adventure Camp also includes an introduction to the Eagle Education Experience.

The Eagle Education Experience consists of five PowerPoint presentations that thoroughly detail how to proficiently plan, implement, and lead an Eagle Scout Service Project, complete the Eagle Scout Rank Application, and prevail at an Eagle Scout Board of Review.